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A new data type declaration mechanism of defining codatatypes is introduced 
to a functional programming language ML. Codatatypes are dual to datatypes for 
which ML already has a mechanism of defining. Sums and finite lists are defined 
as datatypes, but their duals, products and infinite lists, could not be defined in 
ML. This new facility gives ML the missing half of data types and makes ML 
symmetric. Categorical and domain-theoretic characterization of codatatypes 
are also given. 
1 In t roduct ion  
ML is a strongly typed mostly functional programming language, which was first devel- 
oped at Edinburgh University in conjunction with the famous proof system, Edinburgh 
LCF [9]. Even though the principles have not been changed, it has been modified and 
extended by Edinburgh researchers as well as others over a decade, and we now have 
several versions of ML. 
o DEC-10 ML: This is the original version which was developed with Edinburgh 
LCF. It ran on DEC-10 but is no longer in use. 
o Cardel l i 's ML: Luca Cardelli rewrote DEC-10 ML and introduced several new 
features. It is written in Pascal and runs on UNIX. ML programs are compiled 
into an intermediate language called FAM (Functional Abstract Machine). It is 
optional to assemble FAM codes into native machine codes [7]. 
o CAM-ML:  Researchers at INRIA have improved the compiler and changed it 
to generate CAM codes (Categorical Abstract Machine codes) [19, 20]. CAM is 
an abstract machine language based on the categorical work done by Curien [8]. 
o Standard  ML: It was designed to consolidate various versions of ML. This was 
mainly designed by Edinburgh researchers [14]. It is designed for easy trans- 
plantation, so it runs on various UNIX  machines. This ML  also generates FAM 
codes. 
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ML has mainly been used to write proof systems because it enables elegant implemen- 
tation (refer [9] for Edinburgh LCF and [22] for Cambridge LCF). Howeve,-, it has also 
been used for education because it has various important features computer science 
students must learn. These features are: 
1, Functions are treated as first class objects. 
2. It employs trong typing principle. 
3. It allows polymorphic typing for relaxing the restriction of strong typing and 
retaining the flexibility of untyped languages. 
4. Users can define their own data types as abstract data types. They can be defined 
as solutions of recursively defined data type equations and their representation 
is protected from outside. 
5. Datatypes are similar to abstract data types except that their representation is 
not protected and that they can be defined by listing their constructors which 
can be used for pattern matching. 
6. ML programs may cause exceptions to exist from deep recursive calls, and excep- 
tions may be caught by exception handlers. 
7. NIL functions and types may be combined as modules. 
Among various features of ML, we are interested in one particular feature, the feature 
of datatypes. 
As a related work, the author has developed a functional programming language called 
CPL (Categorical Programming Language) which is based on category theory [12]. Its 
principal features are: 
1. It has no base types. 
2. Types are defined categorically as left and right adjoints. Products, sums and 
function spaces can be defined in this way. 
3. Recursive types like natural numbers and lists can also be defined categorically 
as initial F-algebras. 
4. Dually, final F-coalgebras can be defined. 
5. Types are defined with their control structure. For example, boolean is defined 
with i f  statement control structure. 
6. Programs have no variables. 
7. Evaluation rules are simple because types are defined uniformly and control struc- 
tures are associated with types. 
In set theory, dualities of mathematical objects are not so apparent. For example, the 
duality between sur]ections and injections can not easily be detected from their set 
theoretic definitions. Neither is the duality between products and sums. However, in 
category theory, dualities are very important. Sums are products in the dual category 
(or opposite cate#oTT) which is the mirror image of the original category. 
In CPL, the definition of sums is exactly the same as that of products except that 
arrows point to the other direction. CPL classifies types into two classes, right objects 
and left objects. Right objects are types which can be characterized as right adjoints 
or as final coalgebras, whereas left objects are those which can be characterized as left 
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adjoints or as initial algebras. The following table shows some right objects and some 
left ones. 
rig.ht objects left objects 
terminal object 
( = one point set) 
products 
function spaces 
(= exponentials) 
infinite lists 
initial object 
(=  empty set) 
sums ( = coproducts) 
natural numbers 
finite lists 
binary trees 
In some sense, right objects are infinite, whereas left objects are finite. Right objects 
are often pre-defined in programming languages, whereas left objects are open to users 
for defining their own data types (natural numbers and lists are usually pre-defined for 
efficiency, but it is often the case that they can be re-defined as user-defined types). 
ML data types correspond to left objects, but ML does not have the mechanism of 
defining their duals, right objects. In this paper, we introduce a new data type dec- 
laration mechanism which enables users to define duals of data types, which we call 
co-data types. 
in section 2, we will look back the type system of DEC-10 ML and that of Standard ML 
and find out why we need co-data types. In section 3, we will introduce the codatatype 
declaration mechanism with its meaning. In section 4, we will show that codatatypes 
can be characterized as final coalgebras in category theory. In section 5, a domain- 
theoretic account of codatatypes will be given, and a set-theoretic one will be given in 
section 6. In section 7, we will draw some conclusions. 
2 Types in NIL 
In this section, we will investigate the type system of DEC-10 ML and that of Standard 
ML. 
2.1 Types in DEC-10 ML 
DEC-10 ML had the following built-in base types. 
type meaning 
unit type 
int inte.gers 
bool booleans 
token strings 
element 
0 
... , -2 , -bo ,  l, 2, . . .  
true and false 
abc,  a~aaa~,  ... 
It also had some other base types for PPLAMBDA (Polymorphic Predicate A-calculus), 
but we omit them here. These are base types, and users can create more complex types 
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by combining them together using the following type constructors: 
type  const ructor  meaning e lement 
* l ist  lists [7,19] : int l ist  
* # ** binary products (3,'abc') : int # token' 
9 * + '** binary sums inl(5)- : int' '# ** 
* -> ** " functfo'n spaces \x .x+i  : int'->" int 
where * and ** are type variables. Binary products are associated with the following 
two polymorphic functions: 
f s t  : * # ** -> * 
snd : * # ** -> ** 
whereas binary sums are associated with the following five polymorphic functions: 
inl  : * -> * + ** 
inr  : ** -> * + ** 
out l  : * + ** -> * 
outr  : * + ** -> ** 
is l  : * + ** -> bool  
Two projections, out l  and outr, may cause exceptions, that is, they are partial func- 
tions. 
By looking at those functions, we notice asymmetry between binary products and 
binary sums. Categorically they are dual, but this fact is not reflected in DEC-10 ML. 
Although elements of binary sums can be constructed by • and inr,  there are no 
explicit functions to construct elements of binary products. When two elements, ay 
z and y, of type S and type T are given, we can construct an element of type S # T 
by pairing them as (z, y), but (_,_) is not a function in an ordinary sense. Pairing is 
implicitly embedded into the language. 
The ML type system is largely influenced by domain theory. In domain theory, types 
are domains, and domains are often given as solutions of recursive domain equations. 
For example, the domain of binary trees whose leaves are integers can be given as the 
solution of the following domain equation. 
T~Z+TxT 
where Z is the domain of integers. Any recursive domain equation involving constant 
domains, binary products x, binary sums + and function spaces --~ can be solved [24]. 
This is a very powerful way of defining new domains from already-existing ones. 
DEC-10 ML has a mechanism of defining new types in this fashion. For example, an 
NIL type of binary trees can be defined as follows: 
absrectype btree = int + (btree # btree) 
with leaf n = absbtree(inl  n) 
and node(t l ,t2) = absbtree(inr(t l , t2)) 
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and is leaf t = is l ( repbtree t) 
and leafva lue t = out l ( repbtree t) 
and left t = fs t (out r ( repbtree  t)) 
and r ight t = snd(outr ( repbtree t));; 
The first line is the recursive quation for the type of binary trees and the other lines 
define primitive functions over binary trees. The isomorphism from bt ree  to in t  + 
(b t ree  # bt ree)  is given as repbt ree  which decomposes binary trees, and the oppo- 
site isomorphism from in t  + (b t ree  # bt ree)  to b t ree  is given as absbt ree  which 
creates binary trees. These isomorphisms are available only inside the absrectype  
declaration in order to hide the representation f binary trees. 
2.2 Types in Standard ML 
In DEC-10 ML, the binary sum type, * # **, is given as a built-in primitive. There 
is no way to express the binary sum type in terms of other primitives. Although the 
type of integers, • is given as a primitive, it can be defined as an abstract data type 
(or the solution of the domain equation Z ~- 1 + Z + Z). 
In Standard ML, however, this is not the case. The binary sum type can be defined by 
the datatype  declaration mechanism as follows: 
datatype 'a + 'b = inl of 'a J inr of 'b; 
where 'a  and 'b are type variables. The right-hand side of the declaration lists the 
constructors of this type with their argument ypes. The declaration says that an 
element of 'a + 'b can be obtained by applying in l  to an element of 'a  or applying 
in r  to an element of 'b. The declaration also says that these are the only ways to get 
an element of ' a + ' b. 
Constructors can also be used for pattern matching for doing case analysis. For exam- 
ple, DEC-10 ML's primitive function i s l  can now be defined as follows: 
fun isl(x) = case x of 
inl(y) => true 
I inr(z) => false; 
When an element of ' a + 'b is one which is given by in l ,  then the first case is selected. 
Otherwise, the second case is selected. This function can also be given as follows: 
fun is l ( inl(y))  = true 
I is l ( inr(z))  -- false; 
This looks very much like a Prolog program. 
Datatype declarations may be recursive, that is, constructors may refer itself. In Stan- 
dard ML, the old idea of abstract data types is separated into two: solving recursive 
equations and hiding representation. The former is captured as the datatype  declara- 
tion mechanism and the latter by abstype declaration mechanism. In this paper, we 
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are only interested in the former. The type of binary trees can be defined in Standard 
ML as follows: 
datatype btree = leaf of int I node of btree * btree; 
except ion btree; 
Tun isleaT(leaf _) = true 
I is leaf(node _) = false; 
Tun leafvalue( leaf  n) = n 
] leafvalue(node _) = raise btree; 
fun left( leaf _) = raise btree 
I left(node(t l , t2))  = tl; 
fun r ight( leaf  _) = raise btree 
I r ight(node(t l ,t2)) = t2; 
If we ignore constructor names and treat ' l '  as the binary sum type '+', datatype 
declarations are just recursive type equations. Roughly speaking, standard ML has 
shifted object level '+' into meta level ' I'. Although we got rid of the binary sum type 
from primitives, we still need the product type. From a categorical point of view, this 
is asymmetric. We will look at the dual of datatypes in the next section. 
3 Codatatypes 
In this section, we introduce the dual notion of datatypes and get rid of the binary 
product type fl'om ML. We call this kind of types codatatypes. Remember that the 
general form of datatype declarations i
datatype T = cl of A1 I " "  I c~ o~ A~ 
where T is the type which is going to be defined, c l , . . . ,c~ are constructors and 
A1, . . . ,  An are domain types of these constructors. T may have some type variables 
and A~ may refer T recursively. 
Each constructor cl gives a function of the following type. 
A~ --* T 
When we think this in the dual category where all the arrows go to the opposlte 
direction, it gives a function of the following type. 
T --* Ai 
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This can be regarded as a destructor of T. It is natural to think that the dual concept 
of 'constructor' is 'destructor'. Therefore, a codatatype can be declared by listing 
destructors and their codomains ( = dual of domains). The general form is 
codatatype S = d~ is B~ & . . .  & d, is  B~. 
We use the keyword ' i s '  instead of 'of' and '&' instead of '['. 
It may  seem that S is just a record type with n components whose types are B1, . . . ,  B,,, 
but, as we will see shortly, it is not the case when the declaration is recursive. 
Let us see some examples of codatatypes. First of all, as we claimed, we can define the 
binary product type. In category theory, the binary product functor and the binary 
sum functor are the right and left adjoints of the diagonal functor. Therefore, it is very 
natural that the binary product ype is defined exactly in the same way as the binary 
sum type except the difference of keywords. Remember that the binary sum type was 
defined as follows: 
datatype 'a  + 'b = in l  of ~a [ inr  of 'b;  
Now, the binary product type can be defined as follows: 
codatatype 'a * 'b = fst is 'a ~ snd is 'b; 
We can appreciate the symmetry between %' and '*'. 
The binary product ype is associated with two destructors: 
fst: 'a * 'b -> 'a 
gives the projection function of the first component, and 
snd: 'a * 'b -> 'b 
gives the projection function of the second component. 
For datatypes, we had case statements as their control structure. They decompose 
datatypes. As their dual, for codatatypes, we will have merge statements. They are 
the control structure for coda~atypes. They create elements of codatatypes. For a 
codatatype declared by 
eodatatype S=d~ is l ?1&" '&d~ is B n 
merge statements have the following form. 
merge dl ~= e l& . - .&d~e= e~ 
where d l , . . . ,  d~ are destructors and e l , . . . ,  e,~ are expressions of type B I , . . . ,  B,~, re- 
spectively. 
If we write e: A for e having type A, we have the following typing rules for the co- 
datatype declared above 
d~: S ~ Bi 
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el:B1 . . .  e. :B~ 
(merge dl r el & ... &: dn "<=: e,,): S 
For the binary product type '*', merge statements just pair elements. 
merge f s t  r  
can be regarded as (x,y). If we got rid of the binary product type from ML, (x, y) 
would no longer be in the ML syntax. Therefore, we might take this to be the definition 
o~ (x, y). 
As an another exan,~,le of codatatypes, let us define the type of infinite lists. Remember 
theft the type for finite lists is defined by the following datatype declaration. 
datatype 'a l i s t - -n i l  I cons of 'a * 'a list; 
Nil and cons are the Hst constructors. List destructors are head and tail functions 
defined as follows: 
fun head(nil) = raise head 
[ head(cons(x,l)) = x; 
fun tail(nil) = raise tail 
I tail(cons(x,l)) -- i; 
For codatatypes, constructors and destructors play the opposite roles. We declare the 
type of infinite lists by listing the two destructors. 
codatatype 'a inflist = head is 'a & tail is 'a 
inflist ; 
This tells us that an element of 'a inflist has two components, its head is an el- 
ement of 'a and its tail is again an dement of 'a inflist. This definition seems 
to be recursive without bottom. Unless we obtain an element of 'a inflist out of 
somewhere, we cannot make any elements of 'a inflist. In LISP, infinite lists can 
be obtained by destructive pointer manipulation using rplaca and rplacd. 
/ rplacd( ,.) / 
This is possible because infinite lists and finite lists are the same and destructive 
operations are allowed. Form a theoretical point of view, it is very difl:icult to handle 
destructive operations[18]. Therefore, we do not regard this as a proper way of making 
infinite lists. 
Here, we use merge statements o create infinite lists. For example, the infinite sequence 
of 1 can be given as the result of evaluating the following function. 
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fun iseql() = merge head <-- I 
tail <= iseql(); 
Note that merge statements cannot simply make records after evaluating components 
because the above function would never terminate if they did. Therefore, the evaluation 
mechanism ofmerge statements needs to be lazy. Here, we take the following evaluation 
strategy: when 
merge d lC=e l&" -&:d~e~ 
is evaluated, it immediately returns a record which has n empty components; when one 
of the components, ay ith one, is accessed by a destructor dl first time, ei is evaluated 
and the result is storcd in the ith component as well as returned as the value of d~; next 
time when the same component is accessed by d~, it simply returns the value stored in 
the ith component. 
Therefore, when i seq l  is evaluated, it returns an infinite list as a record of two com- 
ponents. Let this record be s. We cannot see the components of s unless we access 
them by head and ta i l .  If we try to see them, head(s) will be 1 and ta i l ( s )  will be 
another infinite list which is identical to s. 
In the above, i seq l  is given as a function, but one may want to write it as follows: 
val rec iseql = merge head <= I & tail <= iseql; 
Usually we cannot make recursive definitions unless they define functions. Here, we 
make recursive definitions for infinite lists. This is allowed because the evaluation 
mechanism for merge statements is as lazy as it is for function closures. In fact, function 
spaces and codatatypes are closely related. Categorically, they are characterized as 
right adjoints (whereas natural numbers and lists are characterized asleft objects, and 
we cannot make recursive definitions over them). 
Let us write some functions over infinite lists. 
fun comb(ll,12) = merge head <= head ii 
& tail <= comb(12,tail 11); 
This function combines two infinite lists together and makes one infinite list by picking 
up elements alternately from two infinite lists. 
al as a3 ...~ 
(bl 4 4 ...) 
comb-* (al bl a2 b2 a3 b3 . . . )  
/ 
fun nth(1,n) = if n = 0 then head 1 
else nth(tail 1,n-l); 
nth(l, n) returns the nth element of l. 
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fun sum(l) = 
let fun suml(l,s) 
in suml(1,O) 
end ; 
= merge head <= s 
a tail <= sum1(tail  l ,s+(head i)) 
sum(l) gives the partial sum sequence of l, that is, the nth element of sum(1) is the sum 
of 1st ,-~ (n - 1)th elements of I. 
r*-I 
(a l  a2 a3 . . .an . , . )  ~ sum--~ (0 0,1 a l "~ a2.,. Ea i ' " )  
i=1 
We can summerize the symmetry between datatypes and codatatypes by the following 
table. 
datatypes  codatatypes  
dec larat ion datatype T"-- . . . . .  codatatype S = 
cl o f  Ax J . . .  ! c. of A.  dl i s Bx & ' . .  &..d~ is B .  
'pl"imifives constructors ci destructors di
control  case statements merge statements 
c;: Ai ~ T d~: S ~ B~ 
e:T  
typing 
el: Ai --+ B 
(case e of 
r =~ el 
I~. ~ ~.): B 
el: B,. 
(merge 
dl 4= el 
& d. <= e.): S 
If we look at the typing rules, case statements and merge statements are not exactly 
dual. If we want to make them exactly dual, we may use a differen~ form of merge 
statements. 
e: C el: C ~ 19i 
(merge I dx r ~z . . .~d~4=e.  of e):S 
However, merge j can be expressed in terms of merge as follows: 
merge' dl 4=e l~ ' . '&dn4=e~ of e 
---- let val x ~-- e 
in merge dl 4= el(x) Sz... ~z dn 4= en(x) 
end 
Therefore, we chose the simpler form. This fact that merge statements are simpler than 
case statements resembles the fact that the natural deduction rule for logical 'and' is 
simpler that that of logical 'or'. Categorically, this is just the same thing happening 
in different categories. 
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4 Categor ica l  V iew of Codatatypes  
In [12], the author developed a functional programming language called CPL which is 
based on category theory. The concept of codatatypes arose from this work. Category 
theory has developed a powerful concept called adjunctions. It is very simple, yet 
it unifies a lot of seemingly unrelated concepts together and reveals true nature of 
mathematical objects. The binary product functor and the binary sum functor (or the 
binary coproduct functor) are exactly dual. The product functor is the right adjoint 
of the diagonal functor whereas the sum functor is the left adjoint of the same functor. 
CPL has two kinds of declarations of types (or functors), right objects and left objects. 
They are based on right adjoints and left adjoints, respectively, and characterized by 
the following concept. 
Definit ion 4.1: Let C and :D be categories and both F and G be functors from C to 
:D. F 
C 79 
We define an F, G-dialgebras as follows: 
G 
1. its objects are pairs <A,f> where A is a C object and f is a ~P morphism of 
F(A) --+ G(A), and 
2. its morphisms h: (A,f> --* (B,.q> are C morphisms h:A --~ B such that the 
following diagram commutes. 
F(A)- f ~ G(A) 
F(h) [ 0 iBm(h) 
F(B)- :V 
# 
In the case where 2' or G is contravariant, we have to modify the direction of 
some arrows. 
It is easy to show that it is a category; let us write DAlg(F, G) for it. 0 
This extends the notion of F-algebras which are often used in domain theory [25]. 
Proposit ion 4.2: For an endo-functor F:C --~ C, DAlg(F,I)  is the category of fi'- 
algebras. Dually, DAlg(I, F) is the category of F-coalgebras. 0 
If we parametrize the definition, it also extends the notion of right and left adjoints 
(see [12]). 
Let us use F, G-dialgebras to explain datatypes and codatatypes. In the fol]owing, le~ 
C be the category of ML types. If T is a data.type given by 
datatype T :c l  of A1] . . . I cn  of As, 
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T is a type which is an object of C and A~ is a type expression which can be regarded 
as an endo-functor of C with respect o T (T may appear in Ai). Let F and G be 
functors from C to C '~ ( = C x .... x C) defined as follows: 
t% 
. . .  X F(X)  -- {AI(X), ,A,~(X)) G(X)  = Q , . . .  ,X )  
r~ 
<A~(X),. . ,A~(X)I 
' Cx . . -xC  C 
<x, . . . ,x> 
Then, T and c l , . . . ,% can be characterized as the initial object <T, (c~,...,c,>> of 
Dh lg (F ,  G). From definition 4.1, (c , , . . . ,  c~) is a morphism 
(c~,..., c~): F(T)__=_ <A~(T), ... ,A,,(T)> --, G(T)=__ <T,... ,T>, 
that is, each ci is the following morphism. 
c~: Ai(T) - Ai --~ T 
This coincide with the type of ci in ML. 
Next, let us give the meaning to the following case statement. 
~as~ e o~ ~ ~ ~ I ' "  I~  ~ ~ (+) 
e is an expression of type T, so it can be regarded as a morphlsm from 1 to T (where 
1 is the terminal object of C), and el is an expression of type A~ --~ B which can be 
regarded as a morphism of the same type. 
e:l  --~ T e~: A~ ---* B 
Then, (ci, ei) o d~(zrl) gives a morphism of 
AI(T x B) ~ T x B 
where 7rt is the first projection associated with the product T • B. 
T 
el / 
A~(T • B) Ai(~rl) ~ A~(T) (cl, el) ~ T•  B 
B 
Therefore, 
(T • B, ((c~, et/o Al(~rl),..., (ca, e~) o A~(~rl))/ 
is an object of DAlg(F,  G). Since (T, (c~,. . . ,  c,,)} is the initial object of DAlg(F, G), 
there is a unique DAlg(F,  G) morphism 
(T, r  c~)> -~ IT • B, <<cl, ~1> o A1(~1),..., <c~, e~> o A,(~I)/>. 
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From definition 4.1, this is a g morphism from T to T • B. Let us write it as follows: 
~((C1, ~1> 0 A I (~ I ) , . . .  , (Cn, en) o An(~l)  ). 
Then, the meaning of the case statement (+) can be given by the following morphlsm. 
~ o r el) o A , (~, ) , . . . ,  (c,, c~) o A~(~I)) o ~ (++) 
where r2 is the second projection of T x B. This morphism goes from 1 to B, which 
coincides with the type of the case statement, B. 
Let us check whether this morphism really satisfies the desired properties. 
P ropos i t ion  4.3: Because r  f,~) gives unique morphisms in the category of 
F, G-dialgebras, it satisfies the following equations. 
{ ~b(f l , . . . ,A )  o c~ = f~ o d i ( r  ~b(cl, . . . ,  c~) = id 
V i (h o c~ = f~ o A i (h) )  =r h = r  f , )  
Propos i t lo .  4.4: ~ o r ~) o A~(~) , . . . ,  (c~, ~)  o A~(~) )  = i~ 
Proof :  Let h be r  ~)o  A I (~) , . . . ,  (~,  ~)  o do(~) ) .  Then, from proposition 4.3, 
= e~ o A i (~ l  o h). 
From proposition 4.3 (the uniqueness of ~b), 
7h o h = ~b(Cl,...,c,~) = id. 
Now, we have the following proposition. 
P ropos i t ion  4 .5:~2 o r et) o d~(r~) , . . . ,  {c~, e~) o A~(u~)) o c~ = e;. 
Proof :  
~1" 2 o ~b((al, el) o A l (Tr l ) , . . . ,  (On, en} o An(~l)  ) o c i 
= ~ o (~;, ~) o A;(~I) o d,(r  ~)  o A~(~) , . . . ,  (~, ~) o d~(~l)) )  
= ~ o d~(~ o r ~)  o d~(~j), . . . ,  (~, ~) o d~(~) ) )  
el D 
Therefore, if e is an element of T which is created by the constructor c;, e is cl o e', 
and, from this proposition, (++) is equal to ei o d. Hence, 
P ropos i t ion  4.6: If we use [[ ~ for denoting the meaning of programs, 
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Next, let us consider codatatypes. Let S be a codatatype given as follows: 
codat~type S -- di is Bi ~z ... & d~ is B~ 
Bi can be regarded an endo-functor of C. We put F and G as follows: 
F(X)  - (X , . . .  ,X )  a (x )  -- (B I (X) , . . .  ,B~(X)> 
n 
Then, (S, (di,.. . ,d,~)) can be characterized as the final r,G-dialgebra (or the final 
object in DAlg(F,  G)). The meaning of merge statements can be given as follows. 
Def in i t ion 4.7: 
[merge dl <= el & ".. & d~ r e~ 
-= o [el ,  ed , . . . ,  o [d, ,  o 
where r gives unique arrows, ul and u2 are injections of S + 1, and [di, el] is the unique 
arrow from S + 1 to Ai. [~ 
For codatatypes, we have the following propositions. 
P ropos i t ion  4.8: 
d; o r 1,) = Bale(f1,. . .  , f~)) o fl 
r  = id 
Vi(dl o h = Bi(h) o fl) ~ h -- r  
P ropos i t ion  4.9: r o [dl, et], . . . ,  B,~(v~) o [d,,, e~]) o vt = id. 
Propos i t ion  4.10: Hi o r o [d~, e~],... ,B,~(v~) o [d~, e~]) o u2 = e;. 0 
Therefore, 
P ropos i t ion  4.11: [di(merge di 4= ei &""  & d,~ 4= e~)]] = [ei~. 
We have shown that datatypes can be characterized as initial F, G-algebras and that 
codatatypes can be characterized as final F, G-dialgebras. 
Note that case and merge statements do not straightforwardly correspond to cate- 
gorical morphisms compared with constructors and destructors. In CPL, we took the 
categorical versions of case and merge, so we could see much more natural correspon- 
dence between datatypes/codatatypes and initial/final F, G-dialgebras. 
Note also that we did not take recursive definitions of functions into consideration. ML 
allows general recursion, but categorically it is rather complicated and CPL does not 
allow general recursion but only primitive recursion. 
We also assumed that Ai and B; are covariant functors. If they involve function spaces, 
they might not be covariant functors. We canno~ handle non-covariant functors by 
F, G-diMgebras. 
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At the beginning of this section, we fixed a category g. One may wonder what it is. 
We assumed that it is the category of ML types, but the number of ML types increases 
as we declare new datatypes and codatatypes. Therefore, one may wonder whether C 
is fixed or not. For example, if we define product first and then coproduct, is this the 
same as to define coproduct first and then product? Are we using the same C? 
There may be two approaches for this problem. In the first approach, we regard that 
C is given by the God and never changes. It is the universe of the ML data types. It 
contains all the data types and co-data types we can define in ML. For example, CPO• 
we will present in the next section is such a category. F, G-dialgebras do not add new 
objects but pick up existing objects. As we prove in domain theory the existence of 
solutions of recursive domain equations, we have to prove that initial and final objects 
of/v, G-dialgebras exist. We have the following result. 
Proposit ion 4.12: If F is continuous and G has the left adjoint, there exists the 
initial F, G-dialgebra. Dually, if G is co-continuous and F has the right adjoint, there 
exists the final F, G-dialgebra. 
proof: See [12]. 
This proposition puts some restrictions to F and G, but it is easy to see that F and G 
for datatypes and codatatypes satisfy these conditions. In this apporach, because C is 
fixed, the order of declarations does not matter very much. Declaring products before 
coproducts and declaring coproducts before products are the same. They just pick up 
products and coproducts of C (e.g. CPOx). Of course, we have to declare products 
before lists because the declaration of lists depends on that of products. 
We may also take the other approach. In this approach, C changes as we declare new 
datatypes and codatatypes..We regard initial and final F, G-dialgebra characterizatioll 
as specification of categories. Since this characterization is given by equations (see 
proposition 4.3 and 4.8), we can device a specification language similar to an algebraic 
one (see [12] about this specification language). We can translate initial and final 
F, G-dialgebra conditions into equational specifications. In this specification language, 
a model is a category associated with appropriate functors and satisfying equations. 
Therefore, the category of models is a category of categories. When nothing is de- 
clared, the model category is the category of (small) categories. When the terminal 
object, the binary product and the exponential re declared, the model category is the 
category of cartesian closed categories. We can prove that every model category has 
the initial model and we can exactly follow the initial algebra pproach to give meaning 
to datatypes and codatatypes ( ee [12] for more details). In this approach, declaring 
products before coproducts may differ from declaring coproducts before products. We 
have to prove that two models are isomorphic. This should follow from the fact that 
two declarations are independent. 
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5 Domain  Theoret i c  V iew o f  Codatatypes  
The abstract data types in DEC-10 ML were derived from the domain theoretic idea 
of recursive domain equations. In domain theory, domains other than primitive ones 
are defined by solving recursive domain equations. 
D = ~ F(D)  
For example, the domain of natural numbers can be given as the solution of the fol- 
lowing equation. 
N~- I+N 
In this paper, we use the category CPO• of complete partial orders with the least 
element and strict continuous functions. In this category, the initial object 0 is { J_ }, 
the final object 1 is the same, the product A x B is given by { (a, b) I a E A, b e B } 
with 
(a,b) E(a',b') ~ aE_a'AbE_b', 
and the sum A + B is given by 
({0}• (A \{•  (B \{•177 
with 
(o, ~) E (o, ~') (~, ~' 9 A and ~ E ~') 
(~, b) E 0, b') (b, b' e B and b E V) 
• EZ  (ce A+B).  
However, it does no have the categorical function space. Instead, it has the strict 
function space A ---*• B of strict continuous functions which is the right adjoint to the 
following smash product A | B. 
A|  eAxB la=_l_ ~ b=_l_} 
It also has the lifting flmctor Ax which adds the new least element o A. 
In general, when F: CPO• ~ CPO• is continuous, the initial fixed point of F can be 
given as the co]fruit of the following diagram. 
0 ~ F(0) -~ F2(0) --+ F3(0) -~- . .  -~ F~(0) -~ . . .  
This diagram may not be in CPOx but in CPO~ which is the associated category of 
embeddings. The datatype T declared by 
datatype T = Cl of A I (T ) I . . .  I cn off Aa(T) 
can be regarded as the initial fixed point of the following functor. 
F(X) - A,(X) +...  + A~(X) 
The meaning of cl and case statements can easily be given by using the isomorphisms 
T ~ F(T). 
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Example  5.1: The type of natural numbers can be declared by 
datatype N=zero[suec  of N. 
Zero is a constant of N and its domain is regarded as 1. Therefore, this defines the 
domain which is the initial fixed point of 
F(X)  = 1 + X. 0 
Since codatatypes are dual to datatypes, we might expect hat the codatatype declared 
by 
codatatype S =dl  i s  BI(S) ~: ... & dn i s  B~(S) 
can be regarded as the final fixed point of the following functor. 
G(X) - BI(X)| |  (~) 
Here, we use smash products instead of categorical ones because categorical ones con- 
tain undesirable lements. For the codatatype 
codatatype S=fs t  is  A&snd is  B, 
we would like it to denote A | B rather than A • B. 
However, (t) does not work for recursive definitions. For example, the codatatype of 
infinite lists is defined by 
codatatype I :head  is A~rtail is I, 
and G(X) is A|  The final fixed point of G can be given as the limit of the fo]]ow:ing 
diagram. 
1 ~- V(1) ~- G~(1) ~. . -  ~- V~(1) ~. . -  
Because A | 1 ~ 1, the final fixed point is 1 ~ { _1_ }. This is not what we want. In 
fact, initial fixed points and final fixed points always coincide in CPO• Then, it may 
seem that there is no difference between datatypes and codatatypes. We need some 
tricks to make difference. We use the lifting functor. 
Def in i t ion  5.2: For the codatatype declared by 
codatatype S = clI is BI(S) A... & d n is Bn(S), 
it is characterized as the initial fixed point (= the final fixed point) of the following 
functor. 
V(X) -- B,(X• |  | B~(X~) 0 
We can give the semantics of destructors and merge statements as follows. 
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Def in i t ion 5.8: Let us write r for the isomorphism S -+ G(S) and r for its inverse. 
{ [dd(x ) = ~;(r 
~me=ge dl ~ el ~ . . .  ~ d~ ~ e j  - r  - ,  (E~-~)~>) 
where ~r, is the ith project of BI(S.L)|174 and ([e;~)• is the result of injecting 
N into D 
Example  5.4: The product of A and B is defined by 
codatatype P=fs t  is A&snd is  B. 
Semantically, it denotes the initial fixed point of 
= B (X. ) | B (X. ) = A |  B. 
Since G(X) is a constant functor, the initial fixed point is A | B, which we expected. 
Fst  and snd are projections and [merge f s t  r el &: snd <= e2~ is just (tel]l, [e~). 
Example  5.5: Let us consider the codatatype of infinite lists defined by 
codatatype I = head is A ~r tail is I. 
Semantically, I is the initial fixed point of 
G(X) - A | X• 
By calculating the limit of 
0 --* X | 0• --* A|  (A | 0•177 --* A|  (X | (A | 0j.)•177 ~ .. . ,  
we obtain 
={(a~a~ " .a - )10<n<~,a i~A,a '#•  
with its ordering given by 
(al a2 a3 ...an) ~ (bl b2 ba . . .bin) ~ n < m A k/i = 1 , . . . ,n (a ,  E bi). 
Note that n may be cx~ and, therefore, I includes infinite lists of A elements. Merge 
statements concatenate an A element o an infinite list. Therefore, 
val rec iseql = merge head <= I ~ tail <= iseql; 
denotes the lest upper bound of the following sequence. 
() E (1)_(1 1)_(1 1 I)_...___ (1 1.. .1)_.. .  
The least upper bound is the infinite list of 1. 
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6 Codatatypes  as Greates t  F ixed  Po in ts  
In CPO• final fixed points and initial fixed points are the same, and we have to use 
lifting to get the proper meaning of codatatypes. If we do not use function spaces, we 
can give the meaning in the category of sets, Set. In [2], Arbib and Manes emphasized 
the usefulness of greatest fixed points (= final fixed points). In Set, the initial object 
is the empty set, the final object is the one-point set, products are given by cartesian 
products, and sums are given by disjoint unions. 
The meaning of the datatype defined by 
datatype T= cl of A~(T) ]. . .  l c,~ of A,~(T) 
is given by the initial fixed point of 
~'(X) = AI (X)  +""  + An(X), 
in the same way as in CPOz,  whereas the meaning of the codatatype defined by 
codatatype S = d~ is BI(S) & ... & d,~ is B,~(S). 
is given simply by the final fixed point of 
a(x)  = BI (X)  x .. .  x e~(X) .  
In the approach, the duality of datatypes and codatatypes is more apparent. 
Example  6.1: Let us once more consider the codatatype of infinite lists given in 
example 5.5. G(X) is A x X. Its initial fixed point is the empty set, but the finaI fixed 
point is given as the limit of the following diagram. 
1 *--A x 1 ~ Ax  (Ax 1) ~- ... 
It is easy to see that the limit is the following set. 
{ . . .  a . . . . )  e A } D 
7 Conc lus ions  
In this paper, we proposed a new data type declaration mechanism of codatatypes for 
ML. The product ype no longer needs to be primitive, and lazy data types, like infinite 
lists, can be declared by this mechanism. We obtained symmetry in ML. Let us call 
this new ML SymML. 
We can regard codatatypes a mirror images of datatypes. In category theory, datatypes 
are characterized as left adjoints, whereas codatatypes are characterized as right ad- 
joints. Traditionally, datatypes have been open to users for defining their own data 
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types, but codatatypes have been fixed and given as primitive data types (e.g. prod- 
ucts). Users have not been allowed to define them. However, in SymML, both 
datatypes and codatatypes are treated equally and are open to users to define new 
data types. 
Codatatypes have totally opposite properties of datatypes. A datatype is declared by 
listing its constructors, but a codatatype is declared by listing its destructors. The con- 
trol structure for datatypes i  case statements which decompose elements of datatypes 
into their components, but the control structure of codatatypes i  merge statements 
which combine components and create elements of codatatypes. In Set, datatypes are 
characterized as initial fixed points, but codatatypes are characterized as finial fixed 
points. Algebraically, datatypes are ordinary algebras, but codatatypes are co-algebras. 
Because verything (except he function space type) can be defined either as a datatype 
or a codatatype, the semantics of SymML can be given in a uniform manner. We do 
not need to treat the product ype specially. 
In SymML, infinite lists are defined as codatatypes. Usually, infinite lists are obtained 
by changing evaluation mechanism from full evMuation to lazy evaluation. However, 
in SymML, lazy evaluation is embedded into codatatypes. The data type of finite lists 
and the data type of infinite lists are two distinct data types. We have an advantage 
of having both data types in the same framework. Users can choose which data type 
to use according to their need. 
The author believes that lazy evaluation should be treated in the framework of co- 
datatypes. Lazy evaluation is often discussed for lists. The reason why lists can be 
treated lazily is that lists are made of pairs. Pairs are declared as codatatypes in
SymML. Therefore, the laziness of lists comes out of that of codatatypes. In addition, 
when lazy evaluation is simulated in a programming language which employs full eval- 
uation, function closures are often used. A function space is a kind of codatatype. In
SymML, it cannot be declared as a codatatype, but, in CPL from which SymML is 
derived, it can be declared as a codatatype. Therefore, the laziness comes out again 
from codatatypes. 
Although we have not shown here, one can define the lazy data type of natural numbers 
as a codatatype. The data type of ordinary natural numbers can be defined by listing 
0 and the successor function as a datatype, but the lazy one is defined by listing one 
destructor, the predecessor function. 
codatatype CoNat = pred is unit+CoNat; 
Pred decreases the given number by one or fails. In the latter case, it returns the 
element of unit .  It turns out that CoNat has one extra element, the infinity. Fnrther- 
more, in CPL, the data type of ordinary natural numbers is associated with primitive 
recursion, whereas the lazy one is associated with general recursion. We cannot define 
F~ operator for the ordinary one, but we can define it for the lazy one. 
SymML is derived from a categorical programming language CPL. Refer [12] for CPL. 
For a lambda calculus version of SymML, refer [la]. 
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